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Since the Second Circuit reversed the Tax Court on the question of 
valuation reductions for built-in gain tax liability in valuing stocks 
in Eisenberg v. Commissioner, 155 F.3d 50, Doc 98-26363, 98 TNT 164-10 
(2d Cir. 1998), and the IRS acquiesced in AOD CC-1999-001, Doc 1999-
4438, 1999 TNT 20-113, business appraisers, the Tax Court, and tax 
practitioners generally have struggled toward an understanding of how to 
apply the Eisenberg holding. When and how should a valuation reflect the 
differences a hypothetical buyer would perceive between an equity 
interest in an entity whose assets have a fair market value 
approximating its tax basis and one whose FMV meaningfully exceeds its 
tax basis? The latest opinion on that point, Estate of Frazier Jelke III 
et al. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2005-131, Doc 2005-11926, 2005 TNT 
104-8, suggests there are aspects of built-in gain tax that have yet to 
be resolved. 
 

When Will Liquidation Occur? 
 

The Tax Court held in Eisenberg that no allowance should be made 
in valuing family gifts of corporate stock for the potential capital 
gain taxes that would be incurred by the corporation on the sale of its 
only asset, an income-producing building. “The corporation,” Tax Court 
Senior Judge Lapsley W. Hamblen Jr. explained in his opinion, “did not 
possess a plan to liquidate, sell, or distribute the property in 
connection with the stock transfers.” In our comments on Judge Hamblen’s 
opinion, “How Tax Attributes Affect Valuation of Equity Interests,” Tax 
Notes, Dec. 29, 1997, p. 1481, Doc 97-34255, 97 TNT 246-33, we pointed 
out that “the gap between the cash flow being used to value the 
underlying asset and the cash flow that will be available to the 
purchaser of an equity interest in the entity owning that asset is the 
focal point. The appraisal of the equity interest should properly 
reflect the latter cash flow.”   
 
Eisenberg Decision on Appeal 
 

In the opinion reversing the Tax Court in Eisenberg, the appeals 
court concluded that the wrong test had been applied by the IRS and 
accepted by Judge Hamblen. “Appellee [IRS] cites numerous cases 
addressing the impact of contingent tax liability on fair market value,” 
wrote Court of International Trade Chief Judge Gregory W. Carman, 
sitting by designation, “but the valuation dates in those cases precede 
the abrogation of the General Utilities doctrine, when corporations 
could still distribute appreciated assets to shareholders without an 
additional tax at the corporate level. See, e.g., Estate of Andrews v. 
Commissioner, 79 T.C. 938, 942 (1982); Estate of Piper, 72 T.C. at 1086-
87; Estate of Cruikshank, 9 T.C. at 165.”  
 

The IRS contended that the courts in those General Utilities-era 
cases disallowed discounts for contingent tax liability because they 
considered the tax liability to be too speculative. Judge Carman did not 
agree that this was the only or even the main rationale. It wasn't a 
question of when the tax would be incurred so much as it was of whether. 
The courts seemed to be saying in those earlier cases that the taxpayer 
had to show some likelihood of a contemplated taxable transaction 
because corporations could often make shareholder distributions without 
triggering any corporate-level tax and sometimes even without triggering 
any shareholder-level tax. Judge Carman concluded that the General 
Utilities repeal changed all that:  
 

Now that the TRA [Tax Reform Act of 1986] has effectively closed 
the option to avoid capital gains tax at the corporate level, 
reliance on these cases in the post-TRA environment should, in our 
view, no longer continue. Our concern in this case is not whether 
or when the donees will sell, distribute or liquidate the property 
at issue, but what a hypothetical buyer would take into account in 
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computing fair market value of the stock. We believe it is common 
business practice and not mere speculation to conclude a 
hypothetical willing buyer, having reasonable knowledge of the 
relevant facts, would take some account of the tax consequences of 
contingent built-in capital gains on the sole asset of the 
Corporation at issue in making a sound valuation of the property.  

 
Underlying Assets 
 

In Jelke the underlying asset was not a depreciable building, as 
it was in Eisenberg. Instead, it was stock in Commercial Chemical Co. of 
Tennessee (CCC), a C corporation that had once been a chemical 
manufacturer but at the time of Mr. Jelke’s death functioned as an 
investment vehicle for Jelke’s family. Through his revocable trust, 
Jelke owned a 6.44 percent interest in CCC at the time he died. Most of 
the CCC stock, in fact, was held by trusts for various members of 
Jelke’s family. Chief Tax Court Judge Joel Gerber explained that the 
family trusts were professionally managed and that the trustees, not the 
family members, determined the investment policies of CCC. “CCC’s 
primary investment objective,” Judge Gerber noted, “was long-term 
capital growth, resulting in low asset turnover and large unrealized 
capital gains.” There were no plans to contract or terminate CCC, nor 
was there any intention to liquidate any appreciable portion of CCC’s 
portfolio. 
 

The Form 706 for Jelke’s estate reported his 6.44 percent interest 
as having a value of $4,588,155. That was after a 27.37 percent discount 
from the net asset value of the corporation for the capital gain tax on 
the portfolio appreciation, plus discounts of 20 percent and 35 percent 
for lack of control and lack of marketability, respectively. Because the 
underlying securities in which CCC invested were all publicly traded, 
there was no controversy over the value of the CCC assets. That, 
however, did not mean that the IRS accepted the estate tax return as 
filed. Far from it. The IRS found the value of Jelke’s CCC stock to be 
$9,111,111. The Service allowed no discount for the tax on the built-in 
gain and reduced the other two discounts to what it regarded as more 
reasonable levels. At trial, however, the IRS conceded some discount or 
reduction should be made for the tax on the built-in gains. 
 
Two Views of the Tax on Built-In Gains 
 

The estate argued that the market value of CCC’s portfolio should 
be reduced by the amount of tax that would be due if all of the 
securities had been sold as of the date of Jelke’s death. That is called 
for, it reasoned, by the nature of the estate tax itself, which requires 
valuation as of the date of death. The estate cited Estate of Dunn v. 
Commissioner, 301 F.3d 339, Doc 2002-17949, 2002 TNT 151-6 (5th Cir. 
2002), which had reversed the Tax Court and held that when an asset-
based valuation is involved, as compared with an income approach, the 
appropriate assumption would be that the assets would be sold as of the 
date of death regardless of whether the corporation involved was 
contemplating liquidation.1

1In footnote 36, Circuit Judge Jacques L. Wiener observed: 

 [W]e anticipate that some may find fault with (1) our 
insistence (like that of the Estate’s expert) that, in the asset-based 
approach, the valuing of the Corporation’s assets proceed on the 
assumption that the assets are sold; and (2) our determination that, in 
this case, the likelihoodof liquidation or sale of essentially all assets be 
factored into the weighting of the results of the two valuation 
approaches and not be considered as an integral factor in valuing the 
Corporation under either of those approaches. In this regard, we 
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The IRS disagreed, of course, and contended that the potential tax 
liability should be determined based on estimates of when the tax 
liability would be incurred. The amounts of those future tax liabilities 
would then be discounted back to their present value using an 
appropriate discount rate. The Dunn case, it added, was hardly 
authoritative precedent for the Jelke estate. First was the fact that 
Dunn dealt with a controlling interest in a corporation. The purchaser 
of a controlling interest has the option of liquidating the corporation. 
Even if it were appropriate to discount the date of death values of the 
underlying asset for the capital gains that would be incurred if the 
corporation were liquidated on that date, such treatment of a 
controlling interest, as the court had itself noted in Dunn, would not 
necessarily apply to a minority interest in a corporation. Also, an 
appeal by the Jelke estate would not, in any event, be to the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, so the Tax Court was not constrained, under 
the rule of Golsen v. Commissioner, 54 T.C. 742 (1970), to follow Dunn.

Time Value of Money 
 

The estate argued that when the liquidation of the assets occurred 
really made no difference. That is so because today’s value reflects the 
assumption that the assets will appreciate in value in the future: The 
estate’s expert witness, a Mr. Frazier, explained that: 
 

If the stock appreciates, the capital gains tax liability will 
appreciate commensurate [sic]. The present value of the capital 
gains tax liability will be the same. Only if you assume there’s 
no appreciation in the stock would you discount the capital gains 
tax. And that’s a completely unreasonable assumption. 

 
Mr. Frazier emphasized that the government’s expert witness, a Mr. 

Shaked, “incorrectly assumed that the stock would not appreciate.” 
 

But Mr. Shaked did not so much assume that the stock would not 
appreciate as he viewed that possibility as being irrelevant to the 
valuation question. He explained, said Judge Gerber, “that the need to 
discount the built-in capital gain tax liability is analogous to the 
need to discount carryforward losses because they cannot be used until 
years after the valuation year.” The Shaked approach was to calculate 
the built-in capital gain tax liability by determining when it would 
likely be incurred and then discounting the future tax to its present 
value to reflect that it would be paid after the valuation date. Judge 
Gerber agreed with Shaked’s approach and conclusions: 
 

Because the tax liabilities are incurred when the securities are 
sold, they must be indexed or discounted to account for the time 
value of money. Thus, having found that a scenario of complete 
liquidation is inappropriate, it is inappropriate to reduce the 
value of CCC by the full amount of the built-in capital gain tax 
liability. See Estate of Davis v. Commissioner, 110 T.C. [530] 
[1998] at 552-553. If we were to adopt the estate’s reasoning and 
consider future appreciation to arrive at subsequent tax 
liability, we would be considering tax that is not “built-in” as 
of the valuation date. Such an approach would establish an 
artificial liability. The estate’s approach, if used in valuing a 
market-valued security with a basis equal to its fair market 
value, would, in effect, predict its future appreciated value and 

observe that on the end of the methodology spectrum opposite 
oversimplificationlies over-engineering.
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tax liability and then reduce its current fair market value by the 
present value of a future tax liability. 

 
Judge Gerber held that the discount for tax on built-in gain was 

not the 27.37 percent claimed by the estate but rather was 11.2 percent 
of the net asset value of CCC. Instead of the 20 percent and 35 percent 
claimed by the estate for lack of marketability and lack of control, 
Judge Gerber allowed 15 percent and 10 percent, respectively, producing 
a combined 23.5 percent discount for the two together. In dollar terms, 
the estate had claimed a value of $4,588,155 for its 6.44 percent 
interest in CCC, the IRS had asserted $9,111,111, and Judge Gerber’s 
approach produced a valuation of $8,254,696. 
 
The Amount of the Discount Is the Question 
 

In Davis, the case cited by Judge Gerber in the quote above, Tax 
Court Judge Carolyn P. Chiechi rejected the taxpayer’s argument that the 
value otherwise determined for the stock should be reduced by the full 
$24.6 million calculated to be the potential tax on built-in gain. 
Instead, she concluded that the discount attributable to the built-in 
gain tax should be part of the lack-of-marketability discount. That was 
how two of the three expert witnesses in the case before her had handled 
it. “Valuation,” she pointed out, “is necessarily an approximation and a 
matter of judgment, rather than mathematics.” One of the experts had 
allowed $8.8 million and the other $10.6 million for the tax on built-in 
gain; Judge Chiechi allowed $9 million.  
 

Judge Carman did not have to decide on a specific number in 
writing the Eisenberg opinion for the Second Circuit. He remanded 
Eisenberg to the Tax Court to deal with that detail. In footnote 15, 
however, he made clear that he, too, would not normally allow the full 
amount of the built-in gain tax as a valuation adjustment. “One might 
conclude,” he admitted, “that the full amount of the potential capital 
gains tax should be subtracted from what would otherwise be the fair 
market value.” But, he added, “this would not be a correct conclusion.” 
In footnote 16 he made the following comment that tax practitioners 
should note and instruct appraisers to discuss in their reports. “Where 
there is a relatively sizable number of potential buyers who can avoid 
or defer the tax,” he wrote, “the fair market value of the shares might 
well approach the pre-tax market value of the [underlying assets]. 
Potential buyers who could avoid or defer the tax would compete to 
purchase the shares, albeit in a market that would include similar 
[underlying assets] not owned by a corporation. However, where the 
number of potential buyers who can avoid or defer the tax is small, the 
fair market value of the shares might be only slightly above the value 
of the [underlying assets] net of taxes. In any event, all of these 
circumstances should be determined as a question of valuation for tax 
purposes.”  
 

In the IRS acquiescence in Eisenberg, the Service concluded: 
 

[T]here is no legal prohibition against such a discount. . . . The 
applicability of such a discount, as well as its amount, will 
hereafter be treated as factual matters to be determined by 
competent expert testimony based upon the circumstances of each 
case and generally applicable valuation principles. 

 
Competent Expert Testimony 
 

It may not be crucial to the final outcome whether, as was done in 
Davis, the tax discount is factored into the marketability discount; or, 
as suggested by Estate of Dunn, is reflected in a minority discount; or, 
as was done in Jelke and Eisenberg, is shown as a separate discount. 
What is important is that practitioners now have an abundance of well-
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reasoned cases plus an acquiescence saying that the hypothetical willing 
buyer should not be assumed to be willing to pay the same for two assets 
when there are tax detriments attached to one and not to the other. 
Because business appraisers are not necessarily tax experts, tax 
practitioners should make sure that the appraisers with whom they work 
have a clear understanding of the tax detriments that a hypothetical 
willing buyer would be apt to see in the asset that is being valued. 
Before the appraiser is even engaged, it would also be beneficial to 
discover what approach he or she plans to take on the issue that Judge 
Gerber decided against the Jelke estate -– that of the calculation of 
the discount. 
 

As we see the issue, the concept of present value of an asset that 
underlies present value calculations is that it is the amount of all 
future cash flows the asset will generate, with that stream of cash 
flows discounted back to their present value at an appropriate discount 
rate. When a share of an underlying readily marketable corporate stock 
is valued at $100, that reflects the fact that it could be converted 
into $100 of cash on the valuation date. But that, in turn, it should be 
added, reflects the market’s perception that all of the future cash 
flows attributable to holding that stock would sum up to $100 if 
discounted to their present value. Thus, the $100 could also be 
described as reflecting the present value of all of the future dividends 
that it is estimated will be paid plus the final liquidating 
distributions when the corporation finally sells its assets and 
dissolves.  
 

In Jelke Judge Gerber accepted that “the need to discount the 
built-in capital gain tax liability is analogous to the need to discount 
carryforward losses.” His conclusion may be right, but we think that 
there is a substantial difference for valuation purposes between the 
two. The loss carryforwards, remember, are not attached to any specific 
assets. Rather, they are contingent assets that may never become actual 
assets, depending on the realization of future gains. Unless it is 
assumed that tax rates increase, the potential value of the losses 
cannot ever increase. They are “after-tax” in the sense that when their 
value is realized there is no income tax imposed on that realization. 
There is no way in which they can be reduced to actual cash as of the 
valuation date.  
 

The market quotation on a traded security, on the other hand, 
represents an amount that could be realized in cash on the valuation 
date. The security’s value can increase or decrease from that level as a 
result of changes in the market’s perception of the security’s future 
cash flows and changes in the applicable rate at which those cash flows 
should be discounted. Today’s quote is a before-tax figure -– it is the 
price at which a transaction would take place. Thus, it is true that the 
quote as of the valuation date reflects future appreciation, as the 
Jelke expert argued. But if today’s value reflects future appreciation, 
why should the calculation of today’s tax on built-in gain not also 
reflect the present value of the tax that will be imposed on that future 
appreciation? We are not persuaded by Judge Gerber’s casual acceptance 
of the loss carryover analogy. Perhaps if Jelke is appealed, there will 
be a deeper delving into the question by the appeals court. Otherwise, 
we suspect that the question should and will rise again.  
 

Conclusion 
 

Judge Wiener had one thing right in his footnote to the appeals 
court decision in Dunn. The opposite of oversimplification is 
overengineering. In calculating the deduction for the tax on built-in 
gains for valuation purposes, we now have: 
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o possible differences in terms of what valuation date to use 
between controlling interests and minority interests, with the 
latter in turn requiring analysis of the future plans of the 
corporation as to its own possible liquidation and as to the 
possible timing of asset sales;  

o possible differences of approach that depend on the nature of 
the assets themselves, with depreciable assets possibly 
requiring a different approach than investment assets; and  

o differences between C corporation stock and S corporation 
stock, with no clear authority in the cases for even taking a 
valuation deduction for tax on built-in gain in the S 
corporation situation absent the presence of section 1374 
built-in gain.  

 
The potential expert witnesses on the valuation question are all-

important to the final outcome. The tax practitioner seeking to help the 
client should insist upfront on understanding the approach of the 
appraiser doing the valuation and consider the persuasiveness of his 
analysis. An appraiser who appears to the court to be less than 
objective will diminish her effectiveness. Thus, Judge Gerber in 
footnote 15 in Jelke noted that “Mr. Frazier reduces CCC’s asset value 
by the entire $51,626,884 built-in capital gains tax liability on the 
assumption of a liquidation on the valuation date, whereas for purposes 
of his lack of marketability analysis he relies on the premise that CCC 
will not be liquidated for at least 20 years.” Judge Gerber then added, 
“In each instance, the approaches, although internally inconsistent, 
produce the best results for his client (the estate).” That, of course, 
is more of an advocacy approach than one might expect in a truly 
independent appraiser. 
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